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Rationale
How shall I ......?
Possible scenarios
......after all that hard work
Relevance & Engaging

Knowing what’s in the back of their minds
Recipes
Mapping Exercise
Consultations
Testing
### Events for 2018

- Publication ethics: Integrity and Ethics in publishing research to avoid misconduct
- Worktribe demonstration sessions
- Writing up impact case studies for REF
- Research integrity: Replicability crisis in biomedical science, issues and solutions
- Creating impact online: A beginner’s guide for researchers
- The Enterprise Journey: So you think you have a good idea?

### Events for 2019

- Research funding opportunities - with special reference to Wellcome trust
- Effective writing for research grant application
- ESRC’s mock panel
- Inter-disciplinary research
- Research grant application – Focusing on Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities
- Visit of Leverhulme Trust’s Assistant Director, Presentations of City Award Holders
- Writing for research grant: The key sentences
- Research Integrity: Isn’t it obvious?
- Global Challenges Research Fund (GCRF)
- Women in research

Enterprise Workshop series

- The devil’s in the details: Dos and don’ts when talking to third parties

More details for this series of events will be available on this page soon.

- Thursday 24/01/2019
- Wednesday 13/02/2019
- Wednesday 13/03/2019
I WILL LEARN my Lesson
I WILL LEARN my Lesson
I WILL LEARN my Lesson
I WILL LEARN my Lesson
I WILL LEARN my Lesson
I WILL LEARN my Lesson
I WILL LEARN my Lesson
I WILL LEARN my Lesson
Targeting Certain Groups
Identifying and Fostering Champions
Paying Attention to the Different Perspectives
ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL.
KEEP TRYING...
AND EVENTUALLY YOU WILL FIND THE PERFECT FIT.
Be knowledgeable
Be creative
Be confident

Respect has to be earnt, not given!
making the most of our knowledge
Share the Successes with the Team
Sharing Experiences Locally Nationally and Internationally
Thank you!